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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Oral Answer 

Business of the House 
Bob Blackman: Last weekend, we commemorated those who sacrificed their lives in 
service to this country to enable us to live in freedom and democracy. This weekend, we 
will celebrate the role of the Indian army in the great war and world war two, and on 
Sunday the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women will march at the 
Cenotaph, and I will be pleased and honoured to join them. Will my right hon. Friend find 
time for a debate in Government time, particularly in the centenary of the great war, to 
commemorate the role of the various parts of what was then the empire, and is now the 
Commonwealth, in securing our freedom? 

Mr Lidington: I cannot promise my hon. Friend a debate in Government time—
this might well be a suitable subject for an Adjournment debate either here or in 
Westminster Hall—but I think that the House will be at one in joining him in 
saluting the sacrifice and service of those who served in the Indian army during 
both world wars and in saluting Jewish servicemen and women who also fought 
for freedom. 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-11-17/debates/FDBDFDF1-40B9-4414-
9E81-406B281D3997/BusinessOfTheHouse#contribution-65663E47-B59C-4E1E-8B10-
C820F01B9F86  

 
 

House of Commons Written Answer 

Faith Schools 
Kerry McCarthy [52230] To ask the Secretary of State for Education, whether her 
Department's proposed change to the requirement for new religious free schools in 
respect of potential applications from people of other faiths or none represents a change 
in policy; and what the reasons are for that proposed change. 

Caroline Dinenage: The consultation document, Schools that work for everyone, 
sets out the government’s view that the 50% cap has not been effective in 
promoting diversity, and in its place, presents a series of strengthened safeguards 
to ensure that every new faith school operates in a way that promotes 
fundamental British values and supports inclusivity. 
The consultation also includes a proposal that new faith-designated free schools, 
should demonstrate that parents of  pupils  from all parts of their local  community,  
 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-11-17/debates/FDBDFDF1-40B9-4414-9E81-406B281D3997/BusinessOfTheHouse#contribution-65663E47-B59C-4E1E-8B10-C820F01B9F86
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-11-17/debates/FDBDFDF1-40B9-4414-9E81-406B281D3997/BusinessOfTheHouse#contribution-65663E47-B59C-4E1E-8B10-C820F01B9F86
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-11-17/debates/FDBDFDF1-40B9-4414-9E81-406B281D3997/BusinessOfTheHouse#contribution-65663E47-B59C-4E1E-8B10-C820F01B9F86
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would be happy for their child to attend their school. 
These changes present an opportunity to explore new ways of using the school 
system to promote greater integration within our society generally. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-08/52230/  
 

The consultation paper referred to above can be read at 
https://consult.education.gov.uk/school-frameworks/schools-that-work-for-
everyone/consult_view/  
 
 

House of Lords Written Answer 

Universities: Freedom of Speech 
Baroness Deech [HL2972] To ask Her Majesty’s Government, in the light of the attempt 
by protesters to disrupt a talk by an Israeli speaker at University College London on 27 
October, what steps they are taking to ensure freedom of speech. 

Viscount Younger of Leckie: Open and robust debate is how students should 
challenge those they disagree with. There is no place for students that use 
intimidation or violence to attempt to shut down the free and open exchange of 
ideas. 
Universities have a legal duty to secure freedom of speech for their members, 
students, employees and visiting speakers, and must have clearly set out policies 
for how they will ensure that this can happen. Universities also have a clear 
responsibility to provide a safe and inclusive environment and no staff or student 
should ever feel threatened or intimidated. It is also essential that they have clear 
policies and procedures to ensure that all students and staff can live and work 
without discrimination, intimidation or harassment. We expect universities to 
demonstrate how they will act swiftly to investigate and address hate crime, 
including anti-Semitic related incidents, reported to them. 
We have asked the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), in 
their role as regulator, to engage with University College London (UCL) to ensure 
that their policies and procedures for events with external speakers are fit for 
purpose and were implemented appropriately in this instance. UCL have issued a 
statement on 11 November 2016 regarding the incident, which sets out that they 
have launched an immediate investigation. 
In September 2015 we asked Universities UK (UUK) to set up a Harassment 
Taskforce. The Taskforce has recently published a report which sets out that 
universities should adopt a zero-tolerance approach to harassment and hate 
crime. The report has been attached to this answer. We must now ensure that the 
work of the Taskforce goes on to make a real difference to students across the 
country. The Minister of State for Universities, Science, Research and Innovation 
has asked UUK to survey progress in six months and make sure universities are 
doing all they can to protect the safety and security of their students. We hope 
that the new guidelines for universities issued alongside the UUK Taskforce report 
will help universities in effectively tackling incidents such as these. 

UUK_Changing_The_Culture  

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Lords/2016-11-03/HL2972/  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-08/52230/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-08/52230/
https://consult.education.gov.uk/school-frameworks/schools-that-work-for-everyone/consult_view/
https://consult.education.gov.uk/school-frameworks/schools-that-work-for-everyone/consult_view/
http://qna.files.parliament.uk/qna-attachments/628237/original/Changing-the-Culture.pdf
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-11-03/HL2972/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2016-11-03/HL2972/
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UK Parliament Home Affairs Committee Inquiry into Hate Crime 
and its Violent Consequences 

Oral evidence from Nick Antjoule, Hate Crime Manager, Galop, Shane Gorman, 
Disability Hate Crime Advisor, Leonard Cheshire Disability, and Nick Lowles, 
Director, Hope Not Hate; Carl Miller, Research Director, Centre for the Analysis of 
Social Media at Demos, and Dr Pete Burnap, Director, Social Data Science Lab at 
Cardiff University 
Q10 Chair: The police report that there was an increase in reported hate crime 
immediately after the referendum. It then fell after that, but not to the levels of the 
previous year—it was still at a higher level than previous years. How far do you think that 
is about increased prevalence and how far do you think it is about increased reporting? 

 

Nick Lowles: Probably both. I would probably say more the latter. Some of the gaps in 
the reporting of hate crime are, for example, in eastern European communities. It is 
interesting that even the Government’s “Hate crime action plan” talked about the groups 
that are potentially victims of hate crime, but it didn’t include eastern European 
communities. There is no organisation such as CST or Tell MAMA representing or 
monitoring the eastern European communities, so there is massive under-reporting. … 

 

Q11 Nick Lowles: We commissioned two academics to do some work on hate on 
Twitter—because of the Jo Cox murder trial, we can’t publish it until after the trial—and 
they studied 53,000 tweets. We can provide it as evidence. There were three strands of 
hate, certainly online—we are talking about thousands and thousands of tweets. There 
was one that was directly targeted at eastern Europeans—“Get out. We voted out. Go 
home”. A second group was wider prejudice, be it aimed at Muslim communities or non-
whites generally. The third was connected with the Jo Cox murder itself. An unbelievable 
number of people welcomed that murder. It was truly horrific. Obviously, that was the 
more political people. 
I think what happened was that a small number of people saw the online hate or offline 
hate, and they saw the referendum result as a green light to express their prejudice in a 
way they might not have done before. They had the confidence to do it. … 

 

Q19  Nusrat Ghani: … You mentioned that some individuals have become emboldened 
to engage in race hate crime, because people do not become racist overnight. You also 
mentioned the difference between people identifying more that they have been victims of 
race hate crime and coming forward to have that recorded, and the spike having 
continued and people being victims of race hate crime. We know that, where incidents 
take place, such as the terrorist attacks in Paris, particular communities find a spike in 
race hate crime. You also mentioned that the eastern European community was not one 
that was acknowledged in Government reports as one that could become victims of race 
hate crime. Do you think, because the communities that have faced race hate crime in 
this country were easily visible and had been facing race hate crime for generations, they 
probably do not come forward and have that registered, and that the new community, 
because they were new to it, were much more emboldened to come forward and say that 
they had been victims, because it was such a new thing for them to face? 

 

Nick Lowles: No; if you look at some of the other groups listed in the “Hate Crime Action 
Plan”, many of them are white—many of them are, you know, indistinguishable on the 
street sort of thing. I think it is partly maybe that they are new communities. I think maybe 
there is a perception among many that they are transitory communities—that they are 
here for a short time and then they will go. There is not the same community structures 
within some of the new communities because people are here to work and in a sense, 
they have not got the settled community organisations; also, because these communities 
are not represented, be it in politics, the media, the police or whatever, people do not 
think about it so much. It is white communities. … 

 

Q22 Nusrat Ghani:  You produced a  report  recently about the  collapse of the BNP and  
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the EDL—so the decline of far-right extremism, but the rise of neo-Nazi groups, 
especially groups such as National Action, which you described in a recent report as “the 
most ideological Nazi group”. Do you think that because the activities of these groups are 
so much more horrific … these groups are so extreme—that somehow the abuse they 
perpetrate is so much worse? Even though all race hate crime is abusive, I am just trying 
to find out why these groups must be doing even more damage than the previous 
groups—because they are more organised, the hatred is more vitriolic and they are just 
more organised because of social media as well. 

 

Nick Lowles: That last point is key. Their use of social media is quite different. They are 
younger and they use social media in a different way. If you look at the abuse that 
Luciana Berger got, we are talking about 2,000 online hate tweets, but it was actually 
from quite a small number of people.  … they operate in packs, wind each other up, all 
go for a particular target and all just pile in, and often they set up false Twitter accounts, 
so they are anonymous. … 

 

Q44 Tim Loughton: Were the Nazis racist? 
 

Nick Lowles: Yes.  
 

Q45 Tim Loughton: So if somebody on the Leave side is accused of being a Nazi or 
akin to a Nazi because of the stance they took in the referendum vote supporting Leave, 
that is racist, then, isn’t it? … 

 

Nick Lowles: … if you are looking at an attitude of a racist on social media—telling 
someone they should eff this and eff that, they should go home, they should die, they 
should this, that and the other—I am not excusing or saying it is acceptable, someone 
calling somebody else a Nazi or whatever; it is not, but I do not think it is the same. I 
don’t think for a victim of racist abuse it is appropriate for you to try to say it is the same 
thing, because it actually isn’t. … 

 

Q57 Mr Jayawardena: Essentially, enhanced sentencing means that there would be 
increased sentences due to hate crime, alongside the crimes that had been committed. 
That is the Law Commission’s recommendation. … 

 

Nick Antjoule: … The fact that homophobic, transphobic and disability hate crimes tend 
not to be recorded on somebody’s criminal record, because there is no offence that can 
be named there, means that courts cannot see if someone is a serial hate crime 
offender. … 

 

Q83 Chair:  How do you define the category of hatred that you look at? Is it just those 
that would fall into the CPS’s category of potentially criminal abuse, or do you look more 
widely at hatred? 

 

Dr Burnap: … We tend to differentiate between hate crime and cyber-hate. The cyber-
hate definition we use is where the language is antagonistic or inflammatory based on 
protected characteristics. Those cases perhaps would not always fall into the law of hate 
crime. The law is very oriented toward threat and a likely outcome of the threat becoming 
a reality. We tend to take more of a victim-oriented perspective—that something would 
be offensive or antagonistic to people who fall into those groups. … 

 

Q86 … Dr Burnap: The volume of hatred we typically see is between about 8% and 11% 
of a sample. … We do not have volumes of counter-speech. With counter-speech, we 
have looked at how it has a role to play in the stemming of cyber-hate. What we have 
found is that the more people actively engage in counter-speech, the more it reduces the 
continuation of that narrative. For example, if one, two, three, four, five people start 
getting involved in trying to call to order or suggest this is not acceptable, that tends to 
lead to longer drawn out interactions around cyber-hate and it tends to get more extreme 
as well, but when more people get involved, it tends to stem that. … 

 

Q90 … Carl Miller: I think there are two things there. Yes, it does. When you look at the 
nature of online hate and the kind of things it contains, a very large amount contains links 
and a lot of those links are to mainstream news websites. A whole kind of media 
ecosystem  has  built  up  around hateful networks. Often, those are echo chambers … of  
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likeminded individuals who all talk with each other, and continually confirm and validate 
each other’s views. … 

 

Q100 … Mr Jayawardena: … Are we seeing a very small number of very active, very 
xenophobic individuals making hundreds of tweets, or is it reflective of a more 
widespread problem? 

 

Carl Miller: … The rough ratio of tweets to users tends to be, in the research we have 
done, about three tweets per person over a month. They are generally repeat users. But 
within that, typically you get something that looks a bit like a power law: a small number 
of people are responsible for a vastly disproportionate amount of the actual content. If 
you look at the most prolific 25 users within a given period, they will be responsible for 
hundreds, if not thousands, of these messages. …  

 

Q120 … Carl Miller: … the law is incredibly unclear about where the line on criminality 
really is between something that is actually illegal and something that is not illegal when 
it comes to online hate. If you look at what is down on the statute books in the Malicious 
Communications Act 1988 and the Communications Act 2003, in terms of the things that 
define offences on social media, one of the things that is currently illegal under those 
Acts is indecent, grossly offensive or menacing in character communications, as well as 
anything sent to somebody that is false or known to be false. … What the Director of 
Public Prosecutions has done is load loads of restrictive guidance on top of that, 
obviously to prevent the chilling effects of that kind of information. So it has now to be 
very, very offensive, and it is really unclear where the line in the sand is drawn. … 
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/hom
e-affairs-committee/hate-crime-and-its-violent-consequences/oral/43388.html  

 
 

Home Office 

Government awards £700k to tackle hate crime 
Home Secretary Amber Rudd has awarded more than £700,000 funding to schemes to 
tackle hate crime in communities and protect places of worship. 
Nine community projects will benefit from over £300,000 for innovative schemes to help 
tackle specific types of hate crime. 
An additional £405,000 has been awarded to 59 places of worship, including 45 
churches, 12 mosques, one Hindu temple and one gurdwara, to help pay for security 
measures such as CCTV or protective fencing. … 
Home Secretary Amber Rudd said: This funding is the latest step in this government’s 
mission to stamp out all types of hate crime, which has absolutely no place in a Britain 
that works for everyone. 
These innovative community schemes will help local groups get to the heart of the issue 
in their area and show others what can be done to tackle hate crime. Alongside this, the 
security funding will help protect a cross-section of faiths from attack. …” 
Communities Secretary Sajid Javid said: This government is determined to tackle hate 
crime in all its forms. 
If we are truly to build a country that works for everyone, people of different faiths should 
be free to worship without fear of prejudice or attack. …” 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-awards-700k-to-tackle-hate-crime  
 
 

Charity Commission 

New charity investigation: Mesifta Talmudical College 
The Charity Commission, the independent regulator of charities in England and Wales, 
has  opened  a  statutory  inquiry into  Mesifta  Talmudical  College …  The charity … has  
 

http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/home-affairs-committee/hate-crime-and-its-violent-consequences/oral/43388.html
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/home-affairs-committee/hate-crime-and-its-violent-consequences/oral/43388.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-awards-700k-to-tackle-hate-crime
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objects to promote Jewish religious education and learning. … The inquiry will examine: 

 … whether or not the trustees had complied with and fulfilled their duties and 
responsibilities as trustees under charity law 

 the failure of the trustees to fulfill their statutory duty to submit annual accounts, 
report and annual return for the financial year ending 30 September 2015 

 the financial management of the charity … 

 the reasons why the trustees have persistently failed to comply with the deadlines 
for filing the charity’s annual accounts, reports and annual returns by the due date 
over 5 consecutive financial years from 2011 to 2015 … 

To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-charity-investigation-mesifta-talmudical-
college  

TOP 
 

 
 

Israel 

House of Commons Written Answers 

West Bank: Housing 
Richard Burden [52735] To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, what recent estimate his Department has made of the number of settlement 
structures in Amona, West Bank. 

Tobias Ellwood: We have not made a specific assessment of settlement 
structures in Amona but we fund a number of projects to monitor and report on 
settlement expansion in East Jerusalem and the West Bank and to protect 
vulnerable Palestinian communities from the effects of settlement expansion. 
We are clear that Israeli outposts in the West Bank and East Jerusalem, illegal 
under international law and Israeli law, should be removed entirely. We are deeply 
concerned by moves to retroactively "legalise" illegal outposts in the West Bank. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52735/  
 

West Bank: Housing 
Richard Burden [52772] To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, what discussions he has had with his counterpart in the Israeli government on the 
effect on the number of outpost structures in the West Bank of the Israeli High Court 
ruling of 2014. 

Tobias Ellwood: We have not had discussions on this specific ruling, but the 
Government has been clear we are deeply concerned by the trend of retroactive 
"legalisation" of outposts. Moves to retroactively approve unauthorised settlement 
outposts call into question the commitment of the Israeli government to the two-
state solution. 
We continue to raise our grave concerns about Israeli settlements with the Israeli 
government. On 16 November 2016, I issued a statement expressing concern 
about The Land Regulation Bill to 'legalise' settlement outposts in the West Bank. 
On 5 October 2016, I issued a public statement condemning the announcement of 
plans to construct a new settlement near Shilo. The Foreign Secretary, my Rt 
Hon. Friend the Member for Uxbridge and South Ruislip (Mr Johnson) raised our 
concern over new settlements with Prime Minister Netanyahu when he met him in 
Jerusalem on 30 September. Our Embassy in Tel Aviv have also regularly raised 
our concerns with the Israeli authorities on the continued expansion of settlements 
and the retroactive "legalisation" of outposts in the West Bank. 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-charity-investigation-mesifta-talmudical-college
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-charity-investigation-mesifta-talmudical-college
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52735/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52735/
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http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52772/  
 

The statements referred to above can be read at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-
settlement-outposts-across-the-west-bank  
and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-plans-to-
construct-a-new-settlement-in-the-west-bank  
 
 

House of Lords Written Answer 

See also the written answer to “Universities: Freedom of Speech“ in the “Home 
Affairs section above. 

TOP 
 

 
 

Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Service (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  

 
Assisted Dying Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/assisteddying.html  

 
Cultural Property (Armed Conflicts) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/culturalpropertyarmedconflicts.html  

 
Lobbying (Transparency) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/lobbyingtransparency.html 

 
Wales Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/wales.html 

TOP 
 

 
 

Consultations    ** new or updated today 

** closes today 
Transformation of power in the Middle East and implications for UK policy  
(closing date 18 November 2016) 
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/International-Relations-
Committee/Call%20for%20Evidence%20-%20Middle%20East.pdf  
 
Schools that Work for Everyone (closing date 12 December 2016) 
https://consult.education.gov.uk/school-frameworks/schools-that-work-for-everyone/consult_view  
 
 
 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52772/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2016-11-14/52772/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-settlement-outposts-across-the-west-bank
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-settlement-outposts-across-the-west-bank
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-plans-to-construct-a-new-settlement-in-the-west-bank
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-statement-on-plans-to-construct-a-new-settlement-in-the-west-bank
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/assisteddying.html
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/culturalpropertyarmedconflicts.html
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/lobbyingtransparency.html
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/wales.html
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/International-Relations-Committee/Call%20for%20Evidence%20-%20Middle%20East.pdf
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/International-Relations-Committee/Call%20for%20Evidence%20-%20Middle%20East.pdf
https://consult.education.gov.uk/school-frameworks/schools-that-work-for-everyone/consult_view
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Northern Ireland Executive Draft Programme for Government (closing date  
23 December 2016) 
https://www.northernireland.gov.uk/publications/programme-government-consultation  
 
Consultation on the Crown Prosecution Service Public Policy Statement on Racially and 
Religiously Aggravated Hate Crime (closing date 9 January 2017) 
http://www.cps.gov.uk/consultations/hate_crime_rr_consultation_2016.html 
 
Consultation on the Crown Prosecution Service Policy on Prosecuting Crimes against 
Disabled People (closing date 9 January 2017) 
http://www.cps.gov.uk/consultations/hate_crime_dhc_consultation_2016.html 
 
Consultation on the Crown Prosecution Service Public Policy Statement on the 
prosecution of offences involving hostility on the grounds of sexual orientation and 
gender identity (closing date 9 January 2017) 
http://www.cps.gov.uk/consultations/hate_crime_ht_consultation_2016.html 
 
Draft Referendum Bill (closing date 11 January 2017) 
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00507743.pdf 
 
Introduction of the medical examiner role and reforms to death certification (Wales) 
(closing date 13 January 2013) 
https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/introduction-medical-examiner-role-and-reforms-
death-certification 
 
Consolidation and revision of the school governance regulatory framework in Wales 
(closing date 17 February 2017) 
https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/consolidation-and-revision-school-governance-
regulatory-framework-wales 

TOP 
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